Planned half
term
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2

ILP

ID

A Child's War

Subject focus

WOW day

Science

Immersive drama day.
Missing person. Collecting
clues, thinking about
features that make him a
person (physical attributes,
personality, interests...etc)

History

Immersive drama day.
Children involved in an airraid. Using drama to act out
a scene - sound scapes,
tableaux, mini performance
at the end of the day

Literacy tree text +
link to topic

Diary, a defence case for a
lawyer and balanced
The Little Pigs Project.
debate /discussion text.
Grimm Tales.
Narrative writing

Frozen Kingdom

Geography

Otto.
The Arrival.

Investigate ice
Princess' Blankets

Can We Save The Tiger
4

Darwin's Delights

Science

Art & design or D&T

Portraiture and figurines

Computing

Geography

Select, use and combine and
Local community and where I
variety of software; Photo
live
stories and E-safety

History

RE

PSHE

Science

Social reformers

Judaism

Identifty, personal views and
opinions. My place and
recognising strengths.

Classification, families,
working scientifically

Newspaper article/historical
short story

Shackleton's Journey.
3

English- Genre

TBC

Letters, list of rules, character
Multi-media. Silhouettes, oil
descriptions, longer story
pastels, newsapers
built around a man’s
journey to another country,
diaries, short playscripts,
short report, guides

Narrative (modern fairy
tales), retellings, recounts
(diary entries), letters
(informal), descriptions,
persuasive advertisements,
formal speeches

Letter, explanation,
persuasive poster, persuasive
speech, balanced
argument

The Last Wild

Using search engines and
powerpoint

Human geography. Cities of
the UK

WW2

Creation stories

Dilemmas

Living things- plant
classification and
reproduction

Building an igloo

Collecting, evaluating and
presenting information

Features of the Polar Regions

Emigration and exploration in
the early 1900s

Islam

Care of the environment

Living things and their
habitats

Creating sketchbooks;
observational drawing

Online research; creating
animations

Using maps; geographical
similarities and differences;
Islands of the world

Significant individualsCharles Darwin and Mary
Anning

Humanism

Taking responsibility

Evolution and inheritance;
living things and their
habitats; working
scientifically

Modelling and sculpture;
abstract art

Using websites; flow
diagrams

N/A

N/A

N/A

Harmful substances; caring
about others

Human circulatory system:
blood, heart-rate, lifestyle

Artists of the Victorian
Period; Printing

Digital photography

Cities and transport in
Victorian times; using maps

The Victorians

Free will and
determinism- The
crucifixion

Reflecting on achievements;
changing bodies/transitions

Light and Electricity

Interviews, Diaries, Letters,
Newspaper report

Sequel and report
The Promise
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Blood Heart

Science

Sheep's heart dissection
Romeo and Juliet
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Revolution

History

Immersive drama day.
Transform classroom into
victorian classroom with
costumes, dunce hat,
victorian toys etc. etc.

Suffragettes
NIghtmale

Diaries, letters, narratives,
playscripts, character
descriptions, balanced
argument

Non- fiction shorter and
longer pieces. Arguments,
balanced arguments,
speeches, campaigns, short
essay.
Analysis of form and
structure, innovated version
with similar form and
structure but different
content

